Apple Management For IT Pros
INVENTORY, DEPLOY AND SECURE APPLE DEVICES WITH EASE

Bring the Legendary Apple Experience to
Your Organization
Since 2002, Jamf has been helping organizations around the globe
succeed with Apple. Long before Apple became the world’s most
valuable brand, Jamf Pro provided IT with the ability to automate the
tasks associated with device deployment and management – all while
empowering device users to be more creative, productive and happier.

It’s still the best Apple management tool today.
Whether you’ve used Apple for years and have 10,000 in your organization,
or you are just beginning to integrate Apple devices into your business,
Jamf and Jamf Pro make management simple and secure. IT gains peace of
mind and users get the experience they want.

Why use Jamf Pro?
No platform offers better security or delivers a more productive user experience than Apple.
And no tool manages Apple devices better than Jamf Pro.

DEPLOY MAC, IPAD, IPHONE AND APPLE TV FAST
You can integrate with Apple’s Device Enrollment
Program (DEP) to deploy without ever touching
the device.
COLLECT DYNAMIC INVENTORY
Monitor hardware and software distribution by user
or device for more productive planning
and budgeting.
REDUCE RISKS AND PROTECT RESOURCES
Leverage the world-class native security tools that
Apple builds into every device.
BUILD AN ENTERPRISE IT ECOSYSTEM
Maximize existing third-party tools, distribute through
the cloud and tie into your existing user directory.
HELP USERS DO MORE (SO YOU CAN DO LESS)
Our proprietary Self Service app gives users
one-stop, on-demand access to organizationally
approved apps, software and content, all while
letting them apply system configs and run routine
maintenance tasks without pestering IT.

Best-of-breed
software is just the
beginning of what
you get
The simplicity, versatility and
robustness of Jamf Pro are just a few
reasons our customer retention rate
has always been above 93%.

To learn more about how Jamf
Pro can make an impact on your
macOS and iOS deployments,
please contact your sales
representative.

SAVE THE DAY WHEN LIFE HAPPENS
Ensure your peace of mind with remote lock and
wipe, automated patches, and by reporting on
backup status.
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